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What’s New 
This is a Release including support for the BLK2FLY and BLK ARC mobile scanners. Additionally, 
unstructured data is now supported along with SEMA and LAS as new export options. Other valuable 
features along with full details are listed below. 
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The Assistant panel, for all areas, has been updated with new text, graphics and videos.  
 
Help has not been updated for this release. A new On-Line Help will be available soon after this release. 
 
Please reference the licensing section at the end for information about CCP compatibility. 
 

BLK Mobile Data 

Support for the BLK ARC  
The Leica BLK ARC is an autonomous laser scanning module for robots. It is designed to be integrated 
with robotic carriers to enable autonomous mobile laser scanning with minimal or no human intervention. 
Users can simply plan a scan path and set BLK ARC off on its own to scan autonomously.  
 
Our first robotic carrier is the Boston Dynamics Spot robot. BLK ARC combined with Spot creates a fast, 
simple, safe, and autonomous reality capture workflow. Together, they deliver fully autonomous and 
repeatable scan missions to capture 3D point clouds and panoramic imagery while Spot carries BLK ARC 
through an environment.  
 
BLK ARC autonomous laser scanning module  

 Performs scan missions autonomously with minimal user intervention  
 Easily mounts to Boston Dynamics Spot and connects with its sensors  
 Improves robotic navigation while capturing 3D point clouds to create 3D digital twins  
 Captures both static and mobile scans during the same scan mission  
 Can repeat scan missions autonomously for up-to-date project progress and site changes  
 Uses GrandSLAM technology: LiDAR SLAM, Visual SLAM, and an IMU for reality capture and 

autonomous navigation through complex environments  
 

BLK ARC UI bridges the distance between the office and the field and enables uploads of offline missions 
planned in Cyclone 3DR to the robot. Once the mission is complete, BLK ARC UI helps to direct the data 
either into our legacy software, Leica Cyclone, or to direct upload from the field to HxDR.  
  
Please refer to https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/autonomous-reality-capture/blk-arc 
for more detailed information.  
For Hardware support contact us blkarc.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com   
  

Support for BLK2FLY  
The Leica BLK2FLY is an autonomous flying laser scanner with advanced obstacle avoidance for easy 
reality capture from the sky. It captures building exteriors, structures, and environments to create 3D point 
clouds while flying. The BLK2FLY is designed to be easy-to-use: with a few simple taps on a tablet, users 
can set the BLK2FLY to autonomously scan building exteriors and features, such as hard-to-access areas 
like rooftops and facades. Deploying the device itself is as easy as unfolding it, switching it on with the 
press of a button and placing it on the ground, ready for takeoff.  
 

 BLK2FLY autonomous flying laser scanner  
 Allows you to scan hard-to-reach areas like building facades and rooftops  
 Autonomously captures complete scans of building exteriors to create 3D digital twins  
 GrandSLAM sensor fusion of LiDAR, radar, cameras, and GNSS for complete scan coverage, 

optimized flight paths, and shortest return to home  
 Advanced obstacle avoidance for superior flight safety  

https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/autonomous-reality-capture/blk-arc
mailto:blkarc.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com
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 Hot swap battery system  
 Lightweight, portable, easy to use  

  
The BLK2FLY makes it easy to get your data into your preferred software and to share your scans with 
others. It also works seamlessly with other Leica Geosystems sensors and software. You can directly 
upload your data to HxDR with automatic conversion to OBJ and cloud-based visualization, and also 
allow others to access and work with your data, including data download, via HxDR. Or transfer your data 
to Leica Cyclone REGISTER 360 with USB-C or WLAN for scan-to-BIM workflows  
 
Please refer to https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/autonomous-reality-capture/blk2fly 
or https://blk2021.com/blk2fly/ for more detailed information.  
 
For Hardware support contact us blk2fly.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com   
 
How to transfer the data   

BLK ARC – Wi-Fi import workflow   
The scanner has two ports, one for the power supply of the device and another for USB-C cable 
connection:  

  
1. Plugin the external power supply   

https://leica-geosystems.com/products/laser-scanners/autonomous-reality-capture/blk2fly
https://blk2021.com/blk2fly/
mailto:blk2fly.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com
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2. Plugin the USB-C cable that acts like a button On/Off until led turns green.  
3. Unplug the USB-C cable.  
4. Connect to the wireless network of the BLK ARC scanner. SSID and password are listed 
at the bottom of the scanner and on the connectivity, card shipped with the scanner.  
5. Once connected, open Cyclone REGISTER 360 Standard or BLK Edition and create a 
project.  
6. Click on the BLK button to open the connection dialog  

  
o The available scanners will be listed by serial number.  
o If the dialog is open before a Wi-Fi connection is made, use the Discover button to detect 

scanners.  
7. Click the Connect button to establish a connection to the scanner.  
8. Then click the Add to Project button. This will display all available Scans to the import 
panel  
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Listed under each Scan is its data size, duration, time stamp and the number of GeoTags it 
contains:  

  
9.  Select the Scans to import by using the check boxes to the right of each Scan.  

  
10. Scans can be deleted from the scanner by right clicking selected Scans.  
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Scans can be also renamed with Rename Select Setups  

  
11. Then, on the BLK import section, select the interval for WayPoint creation  

 The default is one WayPoint every 10 meters.  
 WayPoints are inserted Setup positions that only contain pano image data.  
 The shorter the interval, the more WayPoints will be created.  
 Each WayPoint will increase import time.  
 When finished there will be one-point cloud with several WayPoints that contain panoramic image 

data from a position along the trajectory.  
 Waypoints can be also created at the Geotag Location if detail images were captured during the 

scan.  
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 To save time importing BLK data there is an option to import the data without colorizing the data 
or creating Waypoints that contain panos. To use this setting: Go to the Settings and under the 
General tab un-check: BLK: Create WayPoints and colorize point cloud.  

  
  

12. Click the Save copy to local folder check box and then select a download location using 
the browse button to save a local copy of the scanner data to disk. The file extension is 
*.b2g.  

Note: This step is not necessary but recommended as best practice. Please always 
store a backup of your raw data.  
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13. To export a scan in E57 format you can choose this option selecting Export E57 to folder, 
defining the path. This option won’t store any scan into the project.  
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14. To apply filtering of points on the point cloud select Filter level and then choose between 
Low or High. The Low filter will provide more points than High filter. 
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15. Press Import and wait until import and processing of the selected Scan is complete.  
 

BLK ARC – Cable connection import workflow  
  

1. Connect the included USB- C cable to the scanner as in the image. The power supply is 
provided via the USB-C connection.  
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2. Connect your scanner to your computer.  
3. Continue with data download and import beginning with Step 5 in the Wi-Fi workflow 
above.  
 

BLK2FLY – Wi-Fi import workflow   
1. Connect to the wireless network of the BLK2FLY scanner. SSID and password are listed in the 

battery compartment of the scanner   
2. Once connected, open Cyclone REGISTER 360 Standard or BLK Edition and create a project.  
3. Click on the BLK button to open the connection dialog:  
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 The available scanners will be listed by serial number.  
 If the dialog is open before a WiFi connection is made, use the Discover button to detect 

scanners.  
4. Click the Connect button to establish a connection to the scanner.  

  
5. Then click the Add to Project button. This will display all available Scans to the import panel  

  
  

 Listed under each Scan is its data size, duration, time stamp and the number of GeoTags 
(not supported for BLK2FLY scans) it contains:  

  
6. Select the Scans to import by using the check boxes to the right of each Scan.  
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7. Scans can be deleted from the scanner by right clicking selected Scans.  

  
  

  
 Scans can be also renamed with Rename Select Setups  

  
8. Then, on the BLK import section, select the interval for WayPoint creation  

 The default is one WayPoint every 10 meters.  
 WayPoints are inserted Setup positions that only contain image data.  
 The shorter the interval, the more WayPoints will be created.  
 Each WayPoint will increase import time.  
 When finished there will be one-point cloud with several WayPoints that contain image 

data from a position along the trajectory.  
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 To save time importing BLK data there is an option to import the data without colorizing the data 

or creating Waypoints that contain panos. To use this setting: Go to the Settings and under the 
General tab un-check: BLK: create WayPoints and colorize point cloud.  
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9. Click the Save copy to local folder check box and then select a download location using the 
browse button to save a local copy of the scanner data to disk. The file extension is *.b2g.  

Note: This step is not necessary but recommended as best practice. Please always 
store a backup of your raw data.  
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10. To export a scan in e57 format you can choose this option selecting Export E57 to folder, defining 
the path. This option won’t store any scan into the project.  
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11. To apply filtering of points on the point cloud select Filter level and then choose between Low or 

High. The Low filter will provide more points than High filter   
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12. Press Import and wait until import and processing of the selected Scan is complete.  
 

BLK2FLY – Cable connection import workflow  
1. Connect the included USB- C cable to the scanner as in the image  
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2. Connect your scanner to your computer.  
 In case the UAV doesn’t turn on when connecting, the available power is not sufficient. Please try 

another USB-C plug.  
3. Continue with data download and import beginning with Step 2 in the Wi-Fi workflow above.  

 

Use on-device SLAM for BLK2GO and BLK ARC  
This feature allows customer for skipping post-processing of the scan and use the solution calculated on 
the fly when collecting the data. This feature is for BLK2GO and BLK ARC only.  
You can enable it in the Settings à General, ticking the box on “BLK: Use on-device SLAM” as in the 
image below:  

  
Enabling it will save time compared to full process of the same scan but as downside might be less 
accurate.   
  

Automatic alignment of static and dynamic scan from BLK ARC  
Cyclone REGISTER 360 processes the Setup position information from BLK ARC to create links that are 
used for automatic alignment of the static and dynamic setups stored in the BLK ARC b2g.  

Any BLK ARC b2g contains as first layer the dynamic scan, then all the available static scans are listed 
with an increasing number according to the timestamp they were acquired.  
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After importing the data, a pop-up message is shown to inform the user about the number of Setups and 
links successfully created.   
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Bundles, links and Setups are displayed in the Review and Optimize Sitemap and listed in the left panel.   
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Bundles and links are available to be edited/added/deleted/optimized exploiting the same tools adopted 
for Setups coming from terrestrial laser scanning.   
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Review and Optimize BLK ARC and BLK2FLY workflow  
  

The Scan will appear in the SiteMap area as a single Setup with the number of WayPoints determined by 
the user-defined settings during import.  

  

  
  

Each WayPoint contains a panoramic image to support traditional visualization options. The WayPoint 
locations are listed in the right panel under WayPoints.  

  
 Fly into a selected WayPoint from the right-side menu by right clicking WayPoints and selecting 

Jump to WayPoint   

 
 Scroll through all WayPoints using the up and down arrow keys on the keyboard. The Image will 

change in the right-side panel showing the different WayPoint preview images:  
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 Edit WayPoint Blur and use into the pano-image window the command Blur. It will activate a 
circle that can be moved on the area of the image you want to blur. When finishing press Save:  

 

  
 Export Panoramic images will export selected images into a specified folder.  

 
Each WayPoint has the following abilities:  

 Fly into the point cloud to view panoramic images and the point cloud.  
 Selection in the SiteMap to Pan and Rotate scan  
 Selection in the SiteMap area with another Setup to perform registration by:  
 Visual Alignment  
 Target matching (with inserted targets)  
 Registration to another scanner Setup (e.g. RTC360, BLK360, BLK2GO, BLK2FLY, BLK ARC, P-

Series, C-Series, 3rd party scans)  
 Publish to Jetstream Enterprise, LGS file(s) and TruView as Panoramic image setup location  

 
Visual Registration with BLK ARC data is performed in the same manner as for any other data imported 
into Cyclone REGISTER 360.  
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1. In the SiteMap area, select a single Setup or WayPoint and then Multi-Select another Setup 
or WayPoint.  
 Fence selection will also work to select the desired Setups and WayPoints.  

2. Move the Setup and/or Scan into the proximity of another to make suggested links appear.  
 Select a suggested link to enter the desired registration type.  

3. Click the Visual Alignment button on the action bar to enter Visual Alignment, then join and 
optimize.  

4. A link will be created with related statistics about error, strength and overlap.  

  
  
Support   

 Worldwide: blkarc.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com   
 NAFTA: blkarc.us-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com   
 Worldwide: blk2fly.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com   
 NAFTA: blk2fly.us-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com  

Create Wall Aligned UCS for BLK Mobile data 

Upon import of BLK mobile data, in the Import area of Cyclone REGISTER 360, there is a new option 
called Create Wall Aligned UCS. 
 

 
If the option is checked, Cyclone REGISTER 360 will detect the long wall and assign it to the Y axis, then 
a UCS will be created. 

mailto:blkarc.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com
mailto:blkarc.us-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com
mailto:blk2fly.ww-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com
mailto:blk2fly.us-support.geo@leica-geosystems.com
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Without Wall-Aligned UCS With Wall-Aligned UCS 

 

Unstructured data fully supported 
Cyclone REGISTER 360 now fully supports unstructured data from a variety of sources. Unstructured 
data is data without a regular row column grid. All mobile data and LGS data is unstructured whereas all 
data collected by static scanners (i.e. RTC360, BLK360, P-Series,) is structured with the data in row 
column format.  
 
Cyclone REGISTER 360 already supports unstructured data in the form of LGS and BLK2GO. The 
additional support adds the following formats for unstructured data: 
 

 BLK2FLY 
 BLK ARC 
 E57- (unstructured data) 
 PTS (Import) 
 RCP (unstructured data) 
 TXT (Import) 
 LAS (Import and Export) 
 Pegasus (MMS) mobile data 
 LGS- Newly supported are LGS files without normals 

 

Please note that when importing unstructured data, Auto Cloud and Auto Target are 
not supported. 

New workflow to support unstructured data 
Cyclone REGISTER 360 now supports the import of all common unstructured data formats allowing users 
greater flexibility for combining data from different sources. 
 
Unlike BLK2GO, BLK2FLY, BLK ARC, LGS and Pegasus data, unstructured data from RCP 
(unstructured), PTS, LAS, TXT and even E57, has no Setups or collection positions in the data. These 
formats are simply a collection of x,y,z locations with (optional) intensity and RGB. 
 
Cyclone REGISTER 360 requires at least one Setup position to be created during import to interact with 
the data in the SiteMap and Cloud viewers. 
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To mitigate the missing Setup location, Cyclone REGISTER 360 will create one Setup in the centre of the 
weighted unstructured cloud (this means the Setup will be created in the centre considering the density of 
the points). Then Cyclone REGISTER 360 will create a Cloud-to-Cloud cloud for registration. The 
registration cloud will be 50m in radius around the Setup. 
 
Once imported, the Setup can be selected with another Setup to register using Visual Alignment. More 
Setup locations can be added after import (See Create WayPoints below) 
 
Import of TXT files: 
Unlike all the other formats, *.txt files can be in many different formats (i.e. yxz instead of xyz). To 
accommodate this, a flexible import dialog appears when Cyclone REGISTER 360 detects a *.txt file. 
 
There is a video explaining the options for text file import located in the Import area’s Assistant panel of 
Cyclone REGISTER 360. 
 
There are three options when importing a txt file: 
 

1. Import as Control with default Cyclone REGISTER 360 formatting 
 Import a txt file containing a point cloud. 
 A dialog with three options will appear: 

 
 Select the Control points default option. 
 Click the Import as Control button. 
 The txt file will be imported using Cyclone REGISTER 360 default import formatting which is 

Target ID, y, x, z, comment. 
 

2. Import as Control with user-specified import formatting 
 Import a txt file containing a point cloud. 
 A dialog with three options will appear: 
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 Select the Control points by rule option. 
 When selected, this option allows the user to select the formatting for the control file. 
 Select the desired formatting for each column (i.e. Label, X, Y, Z and comment)  

             
 Optionally, set the units, delimiter and skipping consecutive delimiters. 
 Click the Update Preview button to view the selected formatting: 

 
 Once verified, name and then save a rule: 

 
 Once the rule is saved the Import as Control button will enable. Click the Import as Control 

button to finish the process. The control file will now be ready for import under the Control tab 
in the import area. 
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 Import as point cloud with user specified import formatting 
 Point clouds as text can also be imported in a wide variety of formats. 
 Import a text file containing a point cloud. 
 A dialog with three options will appear: 

 
 

 Select the Cloud points as .txt option 
 Select the correct designation for each column: 

 
 In the case it is x,y,z,intensity,r,g,b: 

One control file is now present in the project. 
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 Select the Units, Delimiter and other optional settings. 
 Click the Update Preview button to verify the selected results before import: 

                             
 Once verified, name and then save a rule: 

 
 The Import as Cloud button will enable. Click the Import as Cloud button to finish the 

process. 
 The TXT file will be added to the Import area as a point source in the left side panel: 

 
 Click the Import button to import the .txt file as point cloud. 
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WayPoint creation after import 
Users may now create WayPoints after import by selecting a point cloud point in Setup Cloud view. This 
offers users greater control over navigation of their project both within Cyclone REGISTER 360 and 
downstream in other Leica Geosystems products. The addition of WayPoints makes it significantly easier 
for non-specialist users to interact with a point cloud, allowing them to jump to WayPoints as they would 
Setups and also enables additional functionality downstream such as the creation of Snapshots in 
TruView which can only be produced at Setup locations (WayPoints become Setups once exported as an 
LGS file or into Cyclone ENTERPRISE).  
 

1. The new command Locate WayPoints will appear in the action bar when in Setup Cloud view: 
 

 
 

2. Use the Pick Points tool to select the location(s) for the WayPoint(s). Users may select multiple 
WayPoints in a single session. 

 

 
 

3. The Locate WayPoints button will turn to Create WayPoints after the first selection on the 
cloud: 
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4. Click the Create WayPoints button.  
5. A dialog will appear asking for the WayPoint height above the selection. selecting a height 

ensures that the new WayPoint is not created at ground-level. Click OK to begin processing the 
WayPoint(s). 

 

 
 

 
 

During this process a Pano image is created and assets are added for use in LGS files and within 
TruView. 
 
After creation, the WayPoint will be listed in the lower right side panel when the Setup (Walk) with the 
WayPoint is selected in the left panel. 
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The WayPoints created post-import can be used in the same way as WayPoints created at import for 
publishing, viewing and registration. 

LGS import enhancements 
The import time for LGS files has been improved with up to 50% faster import times depending on the 
computer specifications. Additionally, normals are no longer required in the LGS file. This means that 
older LGS files made before Cyclone REGISTER 360 2020.1 that wrote normals to LGS can now be 
imported. 

Note that, while normals are no longer required, they will be generated during import 
which can extend the import time. 

To achieve faster import times, Cyclone REGISTER 360 will no longer process each WayPoint for 
registration during import. After import, the WayPoint selected for registration will be processed for 
registration right before entering Visual Registration. 
 
The new workflow can save users a significant amount of time as only the WayPoints selected for 
registration need to be processed. 

Enhanced support for GNSS (GPS)  
Additional support has been added for scanner data with GPS locations attached to each Setup to 
support the real-time transformation of coordinates into real world coordinates for mapping software plant 
coordinates for plant applications and any other applications that would benefit from real world 
coordinates being respected in a point cloud.  
 
Setups imported with GPS have the option to be imported with the relative GPS position and the GPS 
projection that converts the point cloud coordinate data from scanner coordinates to GPS coordinates in 

WayPoint created and shown in list 
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either UTM (worldwide) or State plane (USA only). Each bundle or individual Setup imported will come 
into the Review & Optimize area with a UCS that represents the GPS projection selected. 
 
The following scanners support GPS data: 

 RTC360- Compass and GPS location 
 BLK2FLY GPS location without compass information 
 BLK360- Collected with FIELD 360 which has a new command to add GPS information to the 

Setup. Please see the Release Notes for FIELD 360 to find details about how to add GPS 
information to BLK360 Setups. 

Users who wish to make use of the GPS information from their projects should select the new command 
Import Option Select Coordinate System. 
 

 
 
If selected, Cyclone REGISTER 360 will detect the GPS location and offer either UTM or State plane 
(USA only) for GPS projections. 
 
Upon import, each bundle and orphan Setup will receive the GPS projection in the form of an attached 
UCS. Each bundle will be imported with one UCS attached to the Setup with the strongest GPS signal. 
Each orphan Setup (not attached in a bundle) will be imported with a UCS. 
 
 
The Map feature can be used with the new GPS projection tool to incorporate a background image during 
import.  
 

The RTC360 has a GPS receiver that does not give better then +- 10m of accuracy, 
so the positions of Setups may be off when compared to the map view. In some 
situations, the GPS signal may be very week showing more than 10m of error. 

GNSS Workflow example: 
Scanning with the RTC360- Compass and GPS activated during scanning 
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 Scan with the RTC360 with GPS. 
 Download Setups into the Import area of Cyclone REGISTER 360 
 The command Select Coordinate System will become selectable when Setups with 

supported GPS are detected. Check the check box to use feature. Either UTM or State plane 
will be shown.  

 
Optional supplemental workflow 

 Use the Show Geo Image Bar command to get a map background. 
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 Once imported, the Setups and/or Bundles will have an associated UCS, listing if GPS was 
used and which projection (i.e. UTM Zone 32S) 

 

Registration Improvements 
Two main areas of cloud-to-cloud registration have been enhanced in this release. 

Cloud-to-Cloud registration used in Visual Alignment, during import and other areas, has been improved. 
Organic surface registration (non-linear surfaces like statues, cars etc) now register faster and better with 
less iterations. Also all other types of surfaces- buildings, civil survey sites and other linear surfaces also 
benefit by registering faster with less iterations. 

The iteration option, seen below, has been enhanced to work with the improved Cloud-to-Cloud so less 
iterations are necessary to form a valid Cloud-to-Cloud constraint. The default is still set at 400 iterations, 
but in many cases this is not necessary. 200 iterations have been tested against the new Cloud-to-Cloud 
and the results are just as good or better. This is a general finding and projects differ greatly. Use this 
information to adjust workflows to optimize project work. 

 

 

Updated Strength feature 

Strength calculation has been changed significantly to ensure accuracy after editing a point cloud.  
 

Setups list their UCS and 
Coordinates reflect use of UTM 
Zone 32S 
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Please review the video in the Assistant Panel of Review & Optimize in Cyclone REGISTER 360. 
 
The Strength calculation represents the relative stiffness of the cloud-to-cloud registration with respect to 
the six degrees of freedom (x,y,z). 
 
As always Strength, C2C and target error values are used together with visual inspection to determine the 
quality of any registration. A low strength value does not necessarily mean a bad registration, only that 
the values are of Strength are out of balance. 
 
The calculation is now based upon how evenly distributed the x,y and z transformation and rotations are 
accounted for in the point clouds in the overlap area. Values are now listed in a hover event over the 
Strength box in the right-side panel. The main value shown is the lowest out of the three values. 
 

 
 
The highest Strength return is set at 100% and the other axis (usually x or y) are shown as a percentage 
of the strongest or 100%. Usually, the Z value has the highest value because of the floor (ground) and the 
ceiling, if inside. 
 
The biggest change seen will be with scans performed inside. The Z value will be derived from both the 
floor and ceiling while the X and Y will be from walls. Depending on the quantity of walls the strength 
value can be low as the balance of the strength is in the Z while the X and or Y might be very low. While 
this overall value is low (the value shown in the strength box) the hover event is useful as it shows the 
percentage balance of each axis. 
 

High accuracy tilt supported for RTC360 

As of firmware release 5.0 for the RTC360, there is a high accuracy option while scanning with the 
RTC360. If used, the accuracy of the tilt goes from 180 arc seconds to 18 arc seconds. 
 
When imported into Cyclone REGISTER 360 the Setup icon will change to indicate that the particular 
Setup has high accuracy tilt applied. 
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P-Series and C-Series scan data with a DAC already come into Cyclone REGISTER 360 with high 
accuracy tilt applied. The same advantage applies to high accuracy tilt for the RTC360. 
 
Any Setup with high accuracy will have a much higher Z upright constraint when entering Visual 
Alignment and when the bundle is optimized. 
 

High accuracy tilt scans CANNOT be tilt corrected in Visual Alignment. 

Reset Tilt function added to Visual Alignment 

If the original tilt of a Setup has been changed with the Correct Tilt command in Visual Alignment or the 
Set level command, the new Reset Tilt command can be used to reset the tilt back to the original 
imported tilt. 
 

1. Open an existing link in Visual Alignment 
2. Click Side View 
3. Click the Reset tilt button to reset the tilt of both Setups 

 
 

Setups from P-Series, C-Series and RTC360 using high accuracy tilt cannot be tilt 
corrected so the Reset tilt command is not valid for these Setups. 

Enhanced Suggested link creation 

Suggested links have been optimised to add more links between Setups as well as increasing the upper 
limit of suggesting links from 500 per bundle to 5000. 
 
This enhancement is for the Show Suggested Links Within Bundle command: 
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The Maximum suggested links option can be found in in Settings under the Links tab: 
 

 

New option for Link Creation criteria 

Users now have greater control over the automatic and semi-automatic creation of links using, Cloud-to-
Cloud, by setting a Maximum error and minimum overlap value for their creation. This setting allows users 
to ensure that only links of a certain quality are being created. The option can be found in Settings in the 
Links tab. 
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The option applies both to links created during import and those added via the Show Suggested Links 
command. These options also control single Visual Alignment links but not re-running cloud-to-cloud on 
all links or a single link. 
 
The two settings are: 

 Maximum error- This sets the maximum cloud-to-cloud error allowed during link creation. 
 Minimum overlap- This sets the minimum amount of overlap required during link creation. 

 
Once set, both criteria have to be met in order for Cyclone REGISTER 360 to create a particular link that 
includes Cloud-to-Cloud.  
 

Target linking is NOT controlled by the new Link Creation Criteria. 

 
Example Workflow: 
 

1. Set the number of suggested links shown in a bundle to 1000 
2. Set the link criteria 
3. Run Show Suggested Links. Not all suggested at this stage links will conform to the link creation 

criteria of maximum error and minimum overlap. 
4. Select Add All Visible Suggested links in a Bundle command. The end result will be based on 

the link criteria, so the total number of links created could be significantly less than 1000, which is 
desired, as links not conforming to the criteria are not created. 

Note: For target based registrations 

Using the new Link Creation Criteria, which only works on Cloud-to-Cloud links, it is 
possible to set a Link Creation Criteria that fails (i.e. no Cloud-to-Cloud is added to 
the link) but the target-to-target IS successful and is added to the link. In this case 
the Strength value will be 0% as Strength is only calculated upon the successful 
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creation of a link using Cloud-to-Cloud. To mitigate this behaviour run C2C on all 
links (which does not use the Link Creation Criteria). 

 

Improved Detect Moving Objects filter 
The Moved Object filter has been improved to detect more moved objects with fewer errors. This 
improvement will save users time by reducing the need for manual cleaning after using the filter. Cleaned 
data will generally result in higher quality registrations.  
 

Option to turn off camera-based rendering 
Users now have the option to either use the new camera-based rendering option or the standard rending 
option. In Cyclone REGISTER 360 2021.0.0 camera-based rendering was introduced to mitigate some 
rendering issues seen when viewing large projects. Since the introduction of the feature, we have seen 
that the standard rendering may be desirable in some circumstances. Users can control which rending 
option is used from Settings under the Rendering tab. 

 Camera based rendering greatly speeds up the rendering of clouds directly in front of the current 
view.  

 Standard rendering prioritizes a wider range of points out of view to prep the view for when the 
camera moves. 
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Option to delay Report creation until a Finalized Registration is created 
Users can now choose to skip the initial Report creation step that happens while leaving the Finalize area 
to save time on large projects. The initial Report creation allows the user to change the Icon, and other 
text options in the Report before a Finalized Registration is created.  If these settings were set during a 
previous publishing event, then the initial Report creation can be skipped. The option is in the new Export 
tab in Settings and is off by default. 

 
 

Setup Information per Setup 
Users can now access detailed metadata for each Setup to aid in identification. Right click on a Setup, to 
access the context menu, then choose Setup Information. All fields will be filled when working with Leica 
Geosystems scanners.  
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Many scanner formats do not contain metadata for all categories. 

Support filters for HDR settings in the HDR editor 
The HDR tone map editor now contains preset filters or “Looks” which are designed to show how different 
tone map renderings appear. The default tone map is shown along with eight filter options. The user can 
select a Look and then modify the Look or accept it as is. Click OK to apply the Look to the point cloud. 
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Export BLK mobile data to E57 
This release introduces a new Command Line Interface (CLI) tool that allows B2G files (BLK2GO, 
BLK2FLY and BLK ARC) to be processed into an E57 without importing the file first. These E57 files 
contain: 
 

 The main point cloud 
 Another point cloud representing the trajectory as points 
 All Pano image locations 
 All pano image orientations along the trajectory 
 Normal calculations per point along the trajectory 

A Cyclone PUBLISHER PRO license is required to run this tool. 

Workflow and usage: 
 

Pre-set Look selection 
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1. Open Cyclone REGISTER 360 
2. Create a project 
3. Drag and drop any B2G file in the Import area of Cyclone REGISTER 360 
4. Set the desired Waypoint (Pano sphere) creation interval along the trajectory (lower right pane) 
5. Close Cyclone REGISTER 360 
6. Open up a CMD window 
7. Set path to the install directory of Cyclone REGISTER 360 
8. Type in the following commands: 

a. Register360.exe -b2g2trajectory [b2g directory] [export directory] 
9. The CLI will process the b2g into an e57 file. 

 

 
 
Here is an example output showing the exported objects in the E57 from an XML output. Please review 
http://www.libe57.org for E57 coding standards: 
 
// into the E57 header goes e57CameraToPano, the "solution" 
Eigen::Quaterniond rot(e57CameraToPano.rotation()); 
imageHeader.pose.rotation.w = rot.w(); 
imageHeader.pose.rotation.x = rot.x(); 
imageHeader.pose.rotation.y = rot.y(); 
imageHeader.pose.rotation.z = rot.z(); 
 
imageHeader.pose.translation.x = e57CameraToPano.translation().x(); 
imageHeader.pose.translation.y = e57CameraToPano.translation().y(); 
imageHeader.pose.translation.z = e57CameraToPano.translation().z(); 
 
// Setup the Name and Description 
imageHeader.name = e57::ustring(pImageName); 
imageHeader.description = e57::ustring(""); 
 
// the image gets is own GUID 
String guidStr; 
guidStr.Printf(32, "%.16llx", scanId); // Writes 16 hex digits for an 64-bit type 
 
imageHeader.guid = guidStr.c_str(); 
imageHeader.associatedData3DGuid = mAssociatedData3DGuid.c_str(); // image is associated its 
scan via the scan's GUID 
 
// Setup the DateTime 
imageHeader.acquisitionDateTime.SetCurrentGPSTime(); //set current time. 
 

http://www.libe57.org/
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imageHeader.sensorModel = "CycloneRegister360"; 
 
// Setup image size 
if (!isPanoramic) 
{ 
const double pixel_size = 6.0e-6; // 6 micro-meter (arbitrarily picked number) 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.jpegImageSize = compressedSize; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.pngImageSize = 0; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.imageMaskSize = 0; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.imageWidth = (int32_t)width; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.imageHeight = (int32_t)height; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.focalLength = focalInPixels * pixel_size; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.pixelWidth = 1.0 * pixel_size; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.pixelHeight = 1.0 * pixel_size; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.principalPointX = *pCenterInPixels; 
imageHeader.pinholeRepresentation.principalPointY = *(pCenterInPixels + 1); 
} 
else 
{ 
imageHeader.sphericalRepresentation.jpegImageSize = compressedSize; 
imageHeader.sphericalRepresentation.pngImageSize = 0; 
imageHeader.sphericalRepresentation.imageMaskSize = 0; 
imageHeader.sphericalRepresentation.imageWidth = (int32_t)width; 
imageHeader.sphericalRepresentation.imageHeight = (int32_t)height; 
imageHeader.sphericalRepresentation.pixelWidth = 2.0 * PI / width; 
imageHeader.sphericalRepresentation.pixelHeight = 1.0 * PI / height; 
} 
 
try 
{ 
// Write the image header 
int32_t imageIndex = mpE57Writer->NewImage2D(imageHeader); 
 
// Write the jpeg data 
int64_t rVal = mpE57Writer->WriteImage2DData(imageIndex, e57::E57_JPEG_IMAGE, 
isPanoramic ? e57::E57_SPHERICAL : e57::E57_PINHOLE, 
(void*)pCompressedData, 0, compressedSize); 
} 
 

Delete command drop down replaced with Remove and Disconnect 
Users now have the option to either remove or simply disconnect a project in Cyclone REGISTER 360 
allowing users to keep project files intact but maintain a clean project explorer.  
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The Remove button will delete the project and all of its files from whatever location it was saved in. This 
action cannot be undone. 
 
The Disconnect button will disconnect the project from Cyclone REGISTER 360. It will no longer appear 
in the project list. 
 

 
 

Simplified Finalized Registration interface 
When entering the Report area with a candidate Finalized Registration through the Finalize area, Cyclone 
REGISTER 360 will grey out (make unselectable) the other existing Finalized Registrations In the upper 
left pane of the Report area, as they cannot be accessed while a candidate Finalized Registration is 
present.  
 

Export features 

Export LAS 

Cyclone REGISTER 360 now supports LAS format for export, allowing users to easily transfer their 
projects to other programs which support LAS for classification or other critical workflows. LAS is an 
unstructured data format. It does not support images or structured data. Structured data exported to LAS 
will export as unstructured data with the the unified Point Cloud version of the Finalized Registration. 

Export to SEMA 

Cyclone REGISTER 360 now supports SEMA format for export. SEMA is an unstructured data format. It 
does not support images or structured data.  
Structured data exported to LAS will export as unstructured data with the unified Point Cloud version of 
the Finalized Registration. 
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SEMA export requires a Cyclone PUBLISHER PRO license.  

Export Images 

Users can now export pano images to a folder from the Report area. Options for exporting can be 
selected before export: 

 
 

Additionally, a text file for each image with Setup orientation is exported in the Finalized Registration 
coordinate system. 
 
Pano Image export requires a Cyclone PUBLISHER PRO license. 

Help file update coming soon 
For this release new features have not been added to the Help. A major update to REGISTER 360 help is 
coming in the next release. Online help will be made available shortly after this release. 
 

Bug fixes 
 Fixed an issue where the message upon failure, when in Split view, was unclear. The 

message is now clear as to the reason for failure. 
 Fixed an issue where the user was not informed that selecting Setups from different SiteMaps 

to use in Visual Alignment is not allowed. There is now a warning dialog. 
 Fixed an issue where the view was improperly recentered when using the Top Ortho view 

command. 
 Fixed an issue where GeoTags would not move with the bundle in SiteMap view. 
 Fixed and issue where the Finalized Registration’s point cloud would be decimated when 

choosing to decimate upon export. 
 Fixed an issue where an extra Setup would be shown when using the command Show all 

Setups linked by control in the Cloud viewer. 
 Fixed an issue where renaming Setups created an unexpected bundle in the same SiteMap. 
 Fixed an issue where a Setup’s point cloud was deleted when hidden by Show only Setups 

from SiteMap in Bundle View, when deleting point cloud data with a fence. 
 Fixed an issue where the user was not properly informed when there was a connection 

failure, due to improper credentials, to TruView Cloud resulting in a project not publishing. 
Now a dialog appears informing the customer to check the credentials, Username and 
Password. 
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 Fixed an issue where RCP (Setups) export was not properly greyed out when exporting 
unstructured data, which is not supported. 

 Fixed an issue where Auto Target and Auto Cloud were not greyed out in the import area 
when importing LGS files. 

 Fixed an issue where the Repair tool improperly reported failure for Projects that contained 
BLK2GO data. 

 Fixed an issue where E57 files were generated with no point cloud data, when all the point 
cloud data in the Setup was deleted by user. Now, no E57 will be generated if there is no 
point cloud data. 

 Fixed an issue where non-ASCII characters were not supported in Batch Image import and 
Import Image commands. 

 Fixed an issue where targets retained user entered target labels after the target label was 
deleted. 

 Fixed an issue where renamed Setups would not be properly sorted after program re-start. 
 Fixed an issue where Report generation would take a very long time and consume a lot of 

memory for projects that had large numbers of SiteMaps and links. 
 Fixed an issue where the error message for using UNC paths was not clear. It now states 

UNC paths are not allowed. 
 Fixed an issue where invalid Setups in the project prevented LGS publishing. Now during 

Publish invalid setups are ignored. 
 Fixed an issue in single file E57 export where the point cloud was written as structured when 

the user specified an unstructured export. 
 Fixed an issue where all points are red if using a fence with the Detect Moving Objects filter 

on mobile data. 
 Fixed an issue in the Import area where a link was not created when dragging one Setup 

over another Setup to create a link in the Smart Align workflow. 
 Fixed an issue with Setup cloud view. When the view was changed the point cloud view port 

would be empty. 
 Fixed an issue where trailing points that were filtered out during import were included when 

exporting to PTX. This is now resolved, the trailing points are no longer included. 
 Fixed an issue where the sliders in the HDR tone map editor were not functioning. 
 Fixed and issue when publishing using the Selected Setups option in the Report area where 

published LGS projects showed the older yellow Setup triangles. 
 Fixed and issue with Japanese and German OS’s where re-import of pano images was not 

working. 
 Fixed an issue where the orbit command in Visual Alignment did not have a hotkey. It is now 

assigned the ~ key. 
 Fixed an issue that caused a crash when trying to import more than one BLK walk at a time. 
 Fixed an issue where the associated GeoTags were not deleted when the Setup was deleted. 
 Fixed an issue where connection to BLK2GO scanners was not possible if the scanner 

contained no scanner data. 
 Fixed an issue when exporting to RCP where Setups with invalid (no point cloud data) or 

missing intensity would cause the export to fail. The exporter now ignores these Setups. 
 Fixed an issue in the Finalize area where all Setups and all SiteMaps would be sent to the 

Report area instead of only the selected SiteMap(s) and Setup(s). 
 Fixed an issue where the warning message about unsupported ASCII characters was not 

clear. Now when the error is shown about the use of non-ASCII characters, it is properly 
outlined in the error dialog. 

 Fixed and issue when publishing to LGS where invalid Setups (not attached to a SiteMap) 
were not removed from the publish event. Now these Setups are properly ignored during 
publish of LGS. 

 Fixed an issue that caused corruption of the project database during repeated Undo/Redo 
events. 
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 Fixed an issue where when using the Tone Map Editor, Apply to Project on RTC360 data will 
incorrectly apply the edited tone maps to BLK2GO scans if they are in the same project.  

 Fixed an issue where GeoTags made on the BLK2GO and published to LGS then uploaded 
to TruView Cloud, are only visible in the first Setup. 

 Fixed an issue when dragging and dropping BLK files along with images into Cyclone 
REGISTER 360 it fails to add the BLK files. The workaround here is to drag and drop the 
entire folder instead.  

 Fixed an issue when importing BLK data, Pano, HDR and IR images are missing. The 
workaround is to go to Settings under the General tab and make sure that the checkbox is 
selected for “Use animations for view transitions”. 

 Fixed and issue when importing control there is no reference Setup to find but an error 
message is shown stating no Setups were imported. This message should read Control 
successfully imported. 

 Fixed an issue when after applying control, if the user adds a new background image, it 
comes in rotated. 

 Fixed an issue when importing an LGS file that contains Setup Spheres, they are not properly 
occluded. 

 Fixed an issue with Street Map View displays an empty white view. 
 Fixed an issue where in some cases, after merging projects, the Setup locations are changed 

in the merged project. 
 Fixed an issue where the background image rotates along with the Setups when turning GPS 

UCS on/off. 
 Fixed an issue when creating an Ortho View, using Show/Hide Setups from the navigation 

panel is not properly showing (or hiding) the desired setups. All setups in the area are 
exported, expected behaviour is to not include hidden setups. 

 Fixed an issue where “Link creation criteria: Max error” setting does not respect the length 
unit selected 

 Fixed an issue where Batch Re-name changes the order of the Setups to a random order. 
 Fixed an issue when Smart Label match control message currently requires user input for 

each individual Setup position.  
 Fixed an issue where Publish to LGS gives an incorrect warning about disk space in C drive 

when the project, temp and LGS locations are not in C drive. 
 Fixed an issue where if "Publish by LimitBox” is selected, then it should not allow the option 

"structured" to be selected at the same time. Currently this is allowed, but fails with the error 
message: unstructured data cannot be exported as structured. 

 Fixed an issue when publishing to LGS, images are saved internally as .jxr instead of .jpg, 
this makes it so they are not able to be seen in browsers. 

 Fixed an issue where CMD line converter for BLK360\RTC360 batch registration fails if the 
archive folder in Cyclone REGISTER 360 does not exist. The workaround is to specify a valid 
archive folder. 

 Fixed an issue in which the photo colour on the point cloud in LGS files in JetStream Viewer 
2020.1 and others was missing. 

 Fixed an issue that the limit box would rotate even when the control key was not selected. 
 Fixed an issue where images from an RTC360 were not importing. 
 Fixed an issue where users were unable to navigate through Sitemaps by clicking on a 

greyed Setup marker. 
 Fixed an issue where the point clouds vanish after publishing. 
 Fixed an issue where the Show/Hide set from the setup in the navigation panel is not 

respected when an ortho image is created. 
 Fixed an issue where deleting a project after archiving, produces an unnecessary refresh of 

all the file sizes of the projects in the Project Library GUI, and takes a lot of time if there are 
many projects stored. 

 Fixed an issue where the entire point cloud was published to LGS rather than the cleaned 
point cloud. 
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 Fixed an issue where setups visible in REGISTER 360 are not visible in a published RCP. 
 Fixed an issue where the estimation of required temp space when exporting to ptg was 

inaccurate. 
 Fixed an issue where LGS files with applied control are imported into REGISTER 360 and the 

control was not applied causing the point cloud to appear in the wrong location. 
 Fixed an issue where a bundle that the level of the bundle does not return to the pre-control 

state when applied control is removed.  
 Fixed an issue where the message that point clouds have been cleaned appears twice. 
 Fixed an issue where multiple LGS files that were published on the same coordinate system 

did not end up on the same coordinate system after publishing. 
 Fixed an issue where transitioning between setups is slow with an AMD Ryzen 9 processor.  
 Fixed an issue that did not allow for a filter points by distance down to 0.1 meters. 
 Fixed an issue that did not allow for importing e57’s that do not include for point clouds that 

do not have intensity.  
 Fixed an issue when users tried to add raw data and assets together, it would fail to add the 

assets.  
 Fixed an issue that did not allow an asset to be added using the browse button in the master 

sitemap dialog.   
 Fixed an issue where deleting a project after archiving produced unnecessary refresh of all 

the file sizes.  
 Fixed an issue when publishing a project containing multiple scan to a single e57, the dialog 

box for selected setups would list all setups multiple times.  
 Fixed an issue that using ctrl – t was not bringing up the TruSlicer when in the Review and 

Optimize tab. 
 Fixed an issue where when publishing to LGS, the setup names would not be visible in 

TruView Cloud. 
 Fixed an issue where merging projects would cause a change in the bundle location of the 

merged project.  
 Fixed an issue when publishing to LGS, a warning about low disk space on the c drive was 

being reported even though the project, temp folder and LGS export location were on non c 
drives.  

 Fixed an issue when creating a new Finalized Registration, a warning about low disk space 
on the C drive was being reported even though storage and temp folders were set to non c 
drives. 

 Fixed an issue where clicking the “Optimize Bundle” button does not work right after running 
the “add all visible links” command. 

 Fixed an issue when after doing an import or download from a BLK360 scanner using 
REGISTER 360/BLK DM, it fails to connect to the scanner again for further 
imports/downloads. 

 Fixed an issue where publishing mixed (structured and un-structured) data to a single e57 file 
ignored the BLK2GO setups. 

 Fixed an issue when publishing to LGS, an error message about license is required to export 
Pano Images appeared although the user had both a valid license and was not publishing 
Pano Images. 

 Fixed an issue that when relocating an open project would cause a crash. Now the project is 
closed before relocating and the crash is avoided.  

 Fixed an issue when using batch rename, the selected setups would be listed in a random 
order. 

 Fixed an issue when re-importing e57 files that had been exported from REGISTER 360, the 
imported scans would incorrect transformations. 
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Known Issues  
• Re-import image command fails when trying to import image(s) from a BLK360 scanner with 

cable connection i.e. via LAN 
• After importing from a BLK scanner (BLK360, BLK2GO or BLK2FLY) if there were setups that 

were not selected for import, there is a dialog box that states “failed to import” on the un-selected 
setups. The expected behaviour is that these setups should not be mentioned. 

• Scans that have more than one point cloud in a Setup are not properly displayed. This can be the 
case when a C10 has a full 360 scan and a highly detailed window scan. The scans still exist and 
can be exported. 

• If Faro scans fail to import, please contact Leica support. The scans gather from the newest Faro 
scanner may not import. Please contact Leica support for the newest Faro SDK. It may be the 
case that new software from Faro needs to be downloaded and installed separately. 

• After the recommended firmware update for BLK2GO, in some cases, setups are unable to be 
imported over wi-fi. The workaround is to import via USB-C cable.  

• Cyclone In some cases, when publishing to TruView Cloud setups do not appear in the SiteMap. 
The workaround here is to publish to LGS and import the file into TruView Cloud. 

• In rare cases, exports to LGS and RCP show different elevations on point cloud points than in 
Cyclone REGISTER 360. 

• Windows scaling works best when set to 100%. Setting to 150% or higher causes some graphical 
errors. 

• Some dialog boxes cannot be rescaled correctly and OK button is not shown in the dialog box. 
• Some panels have dialog that does not fit correctly. 
• Setup icons are in some cases misplaced when data is published to TruView Cloud. The 

workaround is to set Windows Scaling to 100% as there seems to be an issue when set to 150%. 
• Scaling of 175% and 200% collapses left side panel and cannot resize after collapse. 
• Some new dialogs will not have translations. 
• Some customers have reported Cyclone REGISTER 360 crashes when using AMD Ryzen 7 

processors. 
• In rare cases downloading scans from a BLK360 may fail. The workaround is to restart the 

BLK360 scanner. 
• After downloading Setups from the scanner this dialog will show if the number Setups selected is 

less than the total Setups on the scanner. This dialog, while correct, should be ignored. 

 
• Inserting Virtual Targets with BLK2GO data can have issues if the Pano is on. The workaround is 

to turn off the pano image and then create a virtual target. 
• Cyclone REGISTER 360 Projects located on NAS drives are NOT recommended. 
• Due to variations between network deployments Cyclone REGISTER 360 projects may be 

unreliable or slow to respond when accessed from a network location. 
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• Cyclone REGISTER 360 Projects located on NAS drives show <1mb in the Projects & Storage 
tab. 

• RCP publish will fail if the Setup published has zero points. The workaround is to restore the 
points for the Setup and publish again. 

• The cloud used for Cloud-to-Cloud registration cannot be cleaned by the Smooth Surface feature. 
Therefore, the options for which cloud to clean are not available.  

• There is an issue with publishing data to TruView Cloud with Applied Control for projects created 
in Cyclone REGISTER 360 prior to 2020.0. The Setup icons to do match the SiteMap. The 
solution is to create another Finalized Registration, then re-publish to TruView Cloud. 

• Once imported into 2021.0, B2G files are changed and are not compatible with older versions of 
Cyclone REGISTER 360. Please make a backup copy of the B2G file BEFORE import. 

• After editing an HDR tone map, other Versions created will still show the original tone map in the 
thumbnail but the Pano and point cloud will be correct. 

• The 2-billion-point limitation has been removed from publish to RCP. 
• 30 GB of temp space is need for every billion points exported to a single RCP cloud. 
• Using Export to Separate Setups does not use the same level of temp space. Temp space is not 

generally a problem when exporting separate Setups.  
• Virtual Machine (VM) environments are not supported. 
• Remote Desktop is only supported if Cyclone REGISTER 360 is opened in the remote computer 

first. Trying to open Cyclone REGISTER 360 through remote desktop is not supported. 
• Cyclone REGISTER 360 will not detect the dedicated graphics card on computers with multiple 

graphics cards. Users must manually set the dedicated card for use with Cyclone REGISTER 
360. This is done with the Nvidia Control Panel for Nvidia graphics cards, or with the Catalyst 
Control Centre for ATI/AMD graphic cards 

• Importing data over a network can cause issues, especially on Windows 10. The workaround is to 
copy the scan data to a local disk. 

• If memory issues arise, check that the virtual memory size is set to the same size as RAM.  
• Automatic image matching of imported panoramic images may not always be correct.  
• The zoom scale bar will be captured in the image in the import area using the satellite or street 

map. 
• Project thumbnails (the image shown in the project explorer) are not preserved in the *.raf export 

file. 
• F1 contextual help will not work with Microsoft Edge browser as the default browser. The 

workaround is to set Chrome or Firefox as the default browser. 
• Files written to the temp folder at C:\Users\(user name)\AppData\Local\Temp\Register360, will be 

deleted after the program closes. These files will NOT be deleted if the program freezes or 
crashes. 

• In rare cases the Bundle will show an optimized state, but there is still an unoptimized Link in the 
Bundle (not shown with a dotted line). Optimize the Bundle to resolve the issue or split the Bundle 
into smaller Bundles and look for the suspect dotted line Link, delete this Link and re-optimize. 

• The currently active project should not be re-named from the Projects & Storage settings. You 
should close the project before renaming it.  

• When a Setup has a UCS created from it, the UCS must first be deleted before the Setup can be 
deleted from the project. 

• On rare occasions HDR images may appear grey with very little variation. The workaround is to 
open the image with the Tone Map Editor and re-save the image.  

• Some graphic card anomalies can be caused by power management software. Please turn off by 
setting the power management profile to High Performance. 

• Paper targets should not be placed on significantly curved surfaces. The workaround is to create 
a virtual target rather than using the algorithm to best fit in these cases. 

• In some cases if the scanner was inverted and automatically acquired targets, applying control 
fails. The workaround here is to manually acquire the targets. 
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• A published RCP that has applied control with very large coordinates shows a black map rather 
than the color image. The workaround is to create another map in ReCap. 

•  

Mac OS’s running Windows Boot Camp is not officially supported 
Cyclone REGISTER 360 supports Windows 10 on Windows-native devices only.  

Issue with Multiple monitors using Windows Scaling higher than 100%. 
If issues are encountered using Window’s scaling settings higher that 100%, set the monitor that Cyclone 
REGISTER 360 is using to the main display. 

 
 

When publish to Jetstream Enterprise with a large number of assets: 

There can be an issue when publishing to JetStream Enterprise with a large number of assets in the 
project, . The workaround is to publish the project to LGS and then import the LGS to JetStream 
Enterprise. 
 

When publish to Cyclone ENTERPRISE fails to open the proper landing page: 
When publishing to Cyclone ENTERPRISE, you need to enter the Host Name and Port for the target 
server. The Host Name should only contain the top-level domain part of the URL. In some cases, a host 
name may be valid for the connection test but will not work for publishing. In this case, the connection 
dialog will display the Project Selector. To solve this problem, edit the Host Name to remove all text after 
the Top Level Domain. For example: "https://mycycloneenterprise.com/abc...-////" should be trimmed to 
"https://mycycloneenterprise.com" 

When publish to Cyclone ENTERPRISE fails, the below error message could mean that: 
• The sever has low disk space 
• The network drive is disconnected 
• Invalid file path 
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Importing from Cyclone FIELD 360 
Only BLK360 projects will appear when the user connects to Cyclone FIELD 360. Cyclone FIELD 360 
does not store full project data for the RTC360\P-Series and should be imported directly from the 
scanner's USB memory stick.   

Cleaned vs. Uncleaned pano layer publishing 
When publishing an LGS file, the Hue and Greyscale pano layers will show the uncleaned cloud.  
 

A workaround would be to publish to E57 and then re-import the data then publish 
to LGS. 

BLK2GO E57 Support 
Due to the unstructured nature of BLK2GO data, E57 files created from the scanner will not be supported 
for import into Cyclone REGISTER 360 2021.1 or earlier. Users should save original B2G files for future 
use.  

Modified usage for Japanese OS  
Japanese OS language preference is not selected by default and causes issues with some Cyclone 
REGISTER 360 imports.  
 
The user can fix this by manually selecting the language within preferences.  

1. On the Japanese OS machine, launch Control Panel 
2. Select region(地域) and click on the accept button indicated  
3. Check "Use Unicode UTF-8 for worldwide language support" 
4. Reboot 

Non-ASCII characters 
Non-ASCII characters are not allowed in the following conditions: 

 Import temp path 
 On computers with non-Latin  user names, the user will not be able to create any project if the 

source data is stored anywhere under the user profile name. This issue will manifest itself on 
Japanese, Chinese, or any other language containing special non-Latin characters in the user 
name. 

 The SiteMap name cannot have non-Latin (Japanese, Chinese, etc.) characters for publishing to 
TruView Enterprise or TruView Cloud.  

Usage file reporting issue for EnterpriseElite Customers 
When using the standalone CLM installer, some EnterpriseElite users may find that the usage file (year-
month.db) normally located at C:\Leica Geosystems\CLM\LogFiles does not get produced. 
 
Please ensure your LGS.opt file (located here: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Leica 
Geosystems\License-Server\lgs.opt) looks like this: 
 

DEBUGLOG +"C:\Leica Geosystems\CLM\LogFiles\lgs.log" 
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NOLOG IN 
TIMEOUTALL 240 
ENABLE_DB_HISTORY 1 
PATH_DB_HISTORY C:\Leica Geosystems\CLM\LogFiles 

 
ENABLE_DB_HISTORY should be set to 1 in this file. Please copy the file to a new location, edit it and 
re-save if the file says it’s read-only. 

Installing CLM while a JetStream Enterprise service is running 
During installation of CLM, users may encounter the following error message. This is commonly due to a 
service like JetStream running in the background. 
 

 
 
To enable the successful installation of CLM, please follow these steps: 
 

 Launch the task manager 
 Select the Services tab 
 Look up the process with the PID (Process ID) shown in the Close applications dialog 
 In this case it is JetStream 
 Terminate the process so that CLM can be installed 
 After CLM is installed, click on the Services button in the Task Manager and restart the service 

RCP publish dialog progress reporting 
When publishing an RCP file, the progress will appear to stall at a certain interval. Though the progress 
bar does not update, the export is progressing. Users may check the task manager to ensure that the 
service is still functioning.  

Blurred images within ReCap 
In some cases, E57 files published from Cyclone REGISTER 360, when imported into ReCap, may 
display blurred imagery when entering the Setup location sphere. This is a known issue with ReCap's 
handling of E57 files. RCP files published from Cyclone REGISTER 360 do not show any display issues.  
 
The E57 export using the new Compatibility mode option (see details above in feature description) may 
help with this issue. 
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LGS usage over network 
The use of LGS files is only supported when the files are saved locally. Due to variations between 
network deployments LGS files may be unreliable when published to a network location.  
 

HyperLinks in the Finalize area 
Hyperlinks in the Master SiteMap in the  Finalize area, once created, will hide behind the inserted image, 
but will still export to TruView, Cyclone ENTERPRISE and LGS properly. 
 
 

Deprecated Features 
Leica Geosystems strives to provide support for the widest array of operating systems and file formats 
possible as is reasonable given current technologies and support from third-party partners.  
With each release, we review our list of currently supported formats and operating systems in line with 
industry trends and announced product terminations.  
 
Leica Geosystems may add or terminate support for a file format during any release. Obsolete operating 
systems will be supported for six months after their announced termination or the next major software 
release, whichever comes first. Server products will be supported in alignment with Leica’s Client License 
Manager (CLM) supported servers to guard users against incompatibility.  
 
Cyclone REGISTER 360 2020:  

 TVG files are no longer published. Users should use the LGS format. If a TVG is required, 
users can Publish to TruView Local and run the dataset through the free utility Leica 
Pack&Go.  

Cyclone REGISTER 360 2021: 
 Windows 7, 8 and 8.1 are no longer supported. 

 

Licensing 
All users with valid CCP for either Cyclone REGISTER 360 (standard edition) or Cyclone REGISTER, or 
with CCP valid as late as 1 January 2022, can run this new version of Cyclone REGISTER 360 (standard 
edition) with no new license required. 
 
All users with valid CCP for Cyclone REGISTER 360 (BLK Edition) or with CCP valid as late as 1 January 
2022 can run this new version of Cyclone REGISTER 360 (BLK Edition) with no new license required. 
 
Users with valid licenses for  Cyclone REGISTER 360 and/or Cyclone REGISTER cannot run Cyclone 
REGISTER 360 (BLK Edition). Users must purchase a separate Cyclone REGISTER 360 (BLK Edition) 
license to run the product. 
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